On Tour in Southern Germany - #0601 . . . Michael Barone shares his field recordings of exceptional historic instruments in spectacular Bavarian Baroque churches, and invites you to join his tour there in May 2006.

From Here and There - #0602 . . . Skip James, Thomas Murray, Alan Morrison, Sean McCarthy and Kathryn Sparks play recent instruments in Florida, Texas and Minnesota.

We Got Rhythm - #0603 . . . contrasting the preponderantly pious personality of many church musicians, these organists know how to get out and 'get down'.

A Mozart Organist's Odyssey - #0604 . . . in celebration of the 250th birthday of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (b. 1/27/1756), we explore some of the music he wrote for the organ, and some that he didn't.

Tracker Backers - #0605 . . . playing instruments by Bedient, Steiner, Rieger and Hendrickson, our soloists appreciate the potentials inherent in the pipe organ's original, basic mechanical action.